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N0VA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
NSU Gets A Taste Of
Traditional African Culture
Textbook Robbery
Inflated Prices at
NSU Bookstore
NSU's Thoughts on SGA
Are they doing the job that they were elected to do?
Tanya Parnes News Editor
Christopher Bafaban Staff Writer
AStudents are paying nearly
$20,000 per year to attend NSU, al-
most $10,000 for room and board and
roughly $600-900 in textbooks. Many
students are bothered by these high
prices and often feel as though the
NSU bookstore is taking advantage of
them. Cheaper textbooks can easily be
found at the click ofa button, or sim-
ply by driving down University Drive
to the nearest Barnes & Noble book-
store not affiliated with NSU.
First-year nursing student Alexan-
dra Romeo said, "The prices ofbooks
at our bookstore are extremely inflated
and I found my physiology text for
halfprice on Amazon.com:" Andre
.. Dennis, aJlinl~r and.criminal justice
major, agreed, "1 feel the bookstore is
doing us an injustice by charging such
outrageous prices. I found the same
books at the Barnes & Noble three
miles down the street from our book-
store and they were cheaper!';
Students dread the long lines at the
.re, knowing very well
Director of Public Health and Professor
of Pediatrics, who is one of the curators
of the exhibit. Blavo, who is originally
from Ghana, worked with Florence Shu-
Acquaye, Professor of Law at the Shepard
Broad Law Center, who is from Cameroon,
to help organize this exhibit. "The theme
is A Continent O/Cultural Treasures,
and the concept behind it is to share
artifacts ofAfrican cultural heritage in our
community," said Blavo. "Florence and I
African Culture Continued on pg. 5
AIn honor of Black History Month,
the Graduate Business Student Association
invited author and oral historian Kitty Oliver
to speak about South Florida's black history.
Oliver is a veteran South Florida
journalist, works at the Miami Herald and
is also the founder of KItty 0 Enterprises.
Oliver also has ties to the NSU community.
When NSU was still known as Nova
University, she was given her first research
Oliver Continued on pg. 5
Author Kitty Oliver Discusses
South Florida's Black History
Kristine Belizaire Current Affairs Editor
jewelry and cloths like the hand-woven
Kente cloth. A special feature of the exhibit
is the life-sized replica ofthe traditional
Kente loom used to weave the Kente
cloth. NSU collaborated with the Ghana
Association of South Florida to put this
exhibit together.
"I've always been involved with the
library each year during Black History
Month, but this is the first time that we're
doing it as an exhibit," said Cyril Blavo,
this year's SGA. "SGA has done a lot
of things at Quad Thursday which have
enabled them to assess how much money
to give to organizations, since they are
so involved," said Vignola. Vignola
feels that SGA has managed its finances
very well thus far and hopes that they
continue to do so. "I think that the ex-
ecutive board has done a great job," said
Vignola. "I ~hiJlk they should keep up
their hard~ork and keep assessing each
organization fairly and equally."
Tami Feacher, a senior and marketing
major whoworks at the Flight Deck,illls
worked with several members of SGA
on many different events that were held
there throughout the course of the semes-
ter. "They're really enthusiastic. I love
the creativity in the events that they have
going on with the students," said Feach-
er. "I like the idea that they always have
SGA Continued on pg. 3
ANSU held its fifth annual African
Presence Art Exhibition, entitled A
Continent 0/Cultural Treasures, on
Thursday, Feb. 7. This is a month long
exhibit, located on die second floor of
the Alvin Sherman Library in the gallery,
featuring over 100 items, including African
masks, baskets, musical instruments, prints,
paintings, traditional stools (chairs), dolls,
Tanya Parnes NSU News Editor
ANSU's undergraduate student gov-
ernment association, more commonly
referred to as SGA, serves as the voice
of the undergraduate student body. SGA
is in charge of organizing events such
as Sharkapalooza, Homecoming, Com-
munity Fest and many more, as well as
providing funding for ~tudent clubs and
organizations across campus. "I think
it's been an outstanding year for student
government," said Brad Williams, Dean
of Student Affairs, who oversees SGA.
"I think they've performed as you would
expect a student government to perform
and I'm very proud oftheir accomplish-
ments. I've watched them be diligent and
committed."
Several students have had really great
experiences with SGA. Lisa Vignola, a
freshman, business administration major
and a member of Delta Phi Epsilon so-
rority, said that she is very satisfied with

SGA Continued on pg.4
SGA, and the entire organization praised
the cQnference,but when it went to vote the
entire SGA except for one fraternal Senator
voted against funding."
Terry Morrow, Director of StUdent
Leadership and Civic Engagement and ad-
visor to SGA, said, "Student government
is an incredibly important organization on
campus. I've been incredibly impressed
with this administration. They've been one
of the best since I've been here." Morrow
pointed out that they' have worked really
hard to be the voice of the students and to
try to resolve some oftheir issues and con-
cerns. Their accomplishments include get-
ting a fax machine for the residence halls, a
printer for the Parker building, more park-
ing spaces, and addressing the food issue,
to name a few. Morrow also addressed the
budget issues and the funding concerns that
many students have faced this semester.
"Academic conferences need to be put into
the budget, which is communicated clearly
to all organizations," said Morrow. "The
Betas did not put it in their budget. These
rules also state that organizations need to
put the request in fifteen days in advance
and they did not do that either." Morrow
said that the issue was not a lack of funds
in SGA's budget but rather an example of
incorrect procedure. "Generally SGA does
not fund conferences over the summer be-
cause they fund events during the school
year," said Morrow, in regards to the other
recent funding issue. "The reason these
organizations do not get funding is because
their conferences fall outside of the school
year." Morrow said that she would like
to see the SGA members advertising the
great things that they have accomplished
throughout the semester. "They've started a
campaign called 'What Has SGA Done For
Me Lately?' in which they share the things
that they've done with the students," said
Morrow. "I think that they can also contin-
ue to work on getting their name out. The
PR director is talented and hardworking.
He's a very creative person, so hopefully he
will use that creativity to continue getting
the word out."
Mitrani. Sidjae Price is the Vice President
of Legislative Affairs. "Alex is also some-
one I don't run into much. I did run into her
at the Unity Jam in January, however, and
in the one conversation I had with her, she
was already talking"about next year." Alex-
andra Heron is the Vice President of Judi-
cial Affairs. Mitrani is concerned about her
focus in terms of the issues and the work
that still needs completion this year.
Mitrani also pointed out the '
• problems with the confer-
_... .... - ence issue. "Akshat
should be on top of
the conference
situation. The
biggest prob-
lem is con-
ferences
and I don't
see any-
thing be-
ing inves-
tigated,"
said Mitra-
ni. Akshat
Bhargava
is the Presi-
dent ofSGA.
Mitrani suggests
setting a cap, which
they've done for this
year at $1,200, butalso
allowing for bills to be put into
the budget once a year during the semester
of the organization's choice to be used for
that semester. Mitrani, who is the president
of Kappa Sigma fraternity, requested fund-
ing for a conference that his organization
is planning to attend this summer, but was
denied even though the request was sent as
part ofhis budget. "Sigma Delta Tau also
asked for $1,200 for a conference over the
summer, which they submitted into their
winter budget, and that was also denied
since it wasn't taking place during the
academic year," said Mitrani. "Beta Theta
Pi requested funding for a conference,
but didn't submit it as part of their budget
since their nationals did not tell them that it
was mandatory to do so. They went before
leader on campus. Mitrani said, "I would
say thus far that I'm satisfied, but there is
more that needs to be done." Mitrani noted
that SGA has done a good job in follow-
ing through on som~ofthe issues that they
said they would a~~ss, such as Parking,
food and allocating more money for clubs
and organizations. "The SGA members that
have stuck out for me and that have done
a good job are Gumba Ligden, Anthony
Ferrara and Andre Dennis," said
Mitrani. "Gumba realized
there was a problem
with budget guide-
lines and kept in
contact with 'the
organizations.
I believe that
he genu-
inely does
care." Mi-
trani noted
that these
budget
guidelines
outline the
specific rules
fhatmust be
followed in
order to receive
funding from SGA.
"I've never seen more
promotion in my three
years at Nova than I've seen from
Anthony, who has taken it upon himselfto
promote SGA," said Mitrani. "Andre adds
a different flavor to events that grasps the
NSU community. It doesn't matter what
the event is because as soon as they see
that Andre Dennis is involved, that's all
they need to know." Mitrani pointed out
that Andre is the "promoter" on campus,
and works closely with many different
organizations to coordinate events for the
students.
However, Mitrani is really disappointed
with the low attendance rate of some of
SGA's rank and file at different events \
around campus. "I really don ',1 know any-
thing about Sidjaeand that's unfortunate.
I've never crossed paths with·her," said
something going on because it makes you
want to get involved." Feacher said that the
SGA members serve as great role models
for the NSU community:
Brenda Correia, a junior and psychol-
ogy major, said, "I feel like the student
government association has grown and ma-
tured tremendously. They're more commit-
ted to improving the social and academic
lives of the students." Correia pointed out
that this year's SGA has more committed
and dedicated members on the e-board, as
opposed to last year, when members were
dropping their positions in the middle of
the semester. "With a stronger foundation
in student government, our student body
is more cohesiye," said Correia. "I think
that the president has done a good job.
He's been trying to increase school spirit,
student involvement and really help out the
student body in genera!." Correia said that
she likes SGA Tuesdays because students
can go to SGA members to get answers to
their questions.
Others, however, had mixed reviews.
Caroline Lugg, a junior and accounting
major, said, "I think that SGA's doing a
good job so far, but the one thing I do sug-
gest is that there be more PR work done
for commuter students." Lugg pointed
out that when she commuted to NSU last
year, she did not know much about what
was happening around campus. Senior and
biology major Carla Davis said, "I don't
know anything about them. Apart from the
first week of school when they were giv-
ing out t-shirts, I haven't seen anything."
Davis said that the members need to make
themselves better known around campus.
"I don't know what they really do," said
Davis. "If they're student government and
they are supposed to be our voice, then we
should know who they are."
Alex Mitrani, a senior and sports man-
agement major, is a former treasurer of
SGA. Mitrani resigned last winter due to
his hectic schedule, coupled with the fact
that SGA's platform was not very helpful
to him in learning hpw to become a better
SGA Continued from pg.1
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is even less impressed with this year's
Mitrani's not the only one frustrafed . SGApresident. "I feelthat the president
with this year's SGA,however. Some has no tact when he deals with the fa<;-
swdents are really not pleased at all.1l1ty. He needs to learn to communicate
Rico Heman, ajunior, legal sWdiesand get his point a~ross without sound-
major and former Vice President of ings() forceful," said Heman.. "Akshat.
Legi~tiveAffairs (VPL), said, "My can't handle negativity towards SGA.
overall opiJ;lion is that they're not being He'll pull you aside and telLy~u that
very wise'about spending their money. you're wrong."
They are putting alot of money towards Andrew Ibrahim, ,a senior finance
smaller events that don't benefict the. major and forme'r president of SGA,
whole NSU community." Heman has said, "My take on'student government
attended sever-al SGA meetings and is is that they have. tried to rectifY a lot. of
f.kally disappointedwith their efforts problemsfromlast year and the resolu-
tli;S far. '~S~nators are not well educated tions have been great. However, I feel
on parli3lllentary procedure. TheVPL as though they m:ven't c<?meto past
does notlolowwhat she'sd()ing,and the' leadership for advic;:e as they should
only line.ofconununication is through have." Ibrahimnoted that a lot of great
the newspaper, which.is biased since things from last year have not trans-
the president works there," said Heman. lated into this year and he feels that is
"Senators aren't really doing their jobs because of the lack ofcommunication
becaUSl<1 don't see theII!advocating on' between the current leadership and past
campus, especially thecornmuter, mi- leaders, "Last March, we realized the
nority and residential Senators." Heman budget guidelines wer.e outdateq., so
is also;yery irritated with the ~onference we took it upon ourselves to come up
issue, especially since some of these with new g~ideline~that we hoped they
conferences are only announced two woul~adopt," said Ibrahim. "A lot of
months in advance. "llight now; SGA the clauses attached to these guidelines
is being a hindrance. They're not over~ were removedand it seemsveryundear
working themselves, they're taking days to me as'to where the insight into that
offwhen they're Iiotheiuing students came from." Ibrahim is also extremely
"'-and they're justnot working for the stu- disappointed with th~ fact that noth;,.,
dents," said Heman. "Ifan organization ing has been di~cussedwith regards to
needs to present a bill, they are often the state of the umon addressthilt he
told to cotn.e back because SGA isn't championed last year to be given before
'hearing Stuoentsthat week."'Heman is the Board ofTrustees. "Lastyear, we
also annoyed by what he perceives to be were granted the right to give a. state o(
an overt bias amongst the leadership of the unionspeech in fron.t of the Board
.SGA "I think that there are some mem- ofTrusteesin May 2007, which was a
bers of the executive board-that are too major issue. Thatwas by fat the great-
biased towards their own organizations," est thing that we accomplished," said
said Heman. "Ifyou're thepresident'or Jbr!lhiJ:n;Jbrahim said that he sat with
..vicepresident, youshouldil,ot be speak- .' ,~wgava and told hil:nc to wove fOl."Ward
":U:tg ab~'YQ,lIl''OwnJ)Jgen~ion'and . wit1l:fujs jn,qr4~,~~sW;~fuat&~f
-trying t!?SwaytheSenatoril!,'~I!eman, ;;;maintams the,rightto!!pealc011beWdfof
the student body in front of the Board,'
but as ofyet nothing has been done with
regards to this issue. "I'm disappointed
that the SGA president didn't see the
value in this. I can only assume that it
wasn't part ofhis agenda, since he is the
enly one who can push this forward. It is
his job to push forththe students' issues
in the eyes of the administration."
Ibrahim is also really aggravated by'
the attitudes of this year's SGAmem-
bers. "I think that the SGA as a whole is
a refle.ction of its leader and my biggest
concern is the lack of respect for the '
administration," said Ibrahim. Ibrahim
was outraged by the behavior of several
SGA members afterDeanWilliams had
spoken to them regarding his position
on the conference issue. "Dean Williams
is a mentor to me and has taught me not
to quit. To see a mentor and a leader on
this campus for over twenty years be
disrespected by the students is disgust-
ing. That's a,character flaw." Ibrahim
pointed out that the administration is
ultimately there to help SGA even if the
two don't see eye 'to eye at times. "You
represent some 2,000undeigraduates
and 26,OOOstudents as a whole. Your
level of compos1J.fe as the SGA always
needs to be on high," said Ibrahim. "Stu-
dent government is a thankless job, but
ifyou're not going to do it with a smile
on your face, then don'tdo it at all."
Ibrahim noted that Bhargava has the
drive to be very successful,but at times
falls ~hort. "Akshat's biggest flaw is his
lack of tact. It was apparent when he
was irSenator and he hasn't improved
upon it yet;': said Ibrahim. "I've always
_preachedOUtI'each to him and have nev-
er once PllSsed him by for help. I wish
that' as the student body president, he
woulgreaqh.out and'lISkfornelp." ,
lordalliDlDlerman.Gives Tips lor·'Success
referensed Einstein and other brilliant
minds who many had thought were insane
at one point.
3."Fear nothing."
4."Don't let anyone take yOllofIof
your game." Ifone is passionate about
something, thennothing should get in his.
or her way. .
5;"Sweat the small stuff." The little
things oftentimes playa big part in
consumer satisfaction. ( .
6."The bottom line never lies." Thy
bottom line is everything, and in business
one month is a year.
7."Thrive or die." According to
Zimmerman, there is no win or lose, there
is only' Win.
8."Knockeddown ten times, get up the
eleventh." Zimmerman was turned down in
ten job interviews, yetthatdidn'tstop him
from reaching his goals.
Zimmerman concluded his lecture by
explaining the importatlce ofbuildinga'
business-thatbalances one's life, and added
in closing, 'tSleep when you die.~'
. . .".
Oliver shared passages from her book
Race and Change inHollywood, FL. One
ofthe stories waS about a Bahamian man
who had riever felt any discrimination until
he moved to Miami. One day-he had to
take the bus,and sat in the front seat. As
the bus went on, he was oblivious to the
fact that the bus driver was staring at him.
When the bus stopped, a white man got on
and told him to move t()the back. When he
refused, the man put a gun to his face,and
he decided to getoff the bus.
.Oliver ended the lecture by giving
tips to the audience about how to operate
in the multicultural world. Through
H.O.P.E., Honesty, Openness,:!;>erception
and Empathy, people can break down the
barriers ofracism. "Racism is the fear and
misery in someone because ofsomething
they lack," said Oliver; "and they project it
onto other people."
that it's great for the community to see
what Nova has to offer,espeCially for those
people who want to affiliate with NSU and
want to see what's going on here." Chery
really enjoyed the performances,especially
Chicks on Point, whom she thought were
really entertaining.
"I've actually gone to tht;: past two
events and ( just think that the popularity
is really groWing," sai4 StePhanie Repaci,
a first-year master's student in the human
.resource ttli:l.tlagementprogram. 'fIt's nice
,tohelp oUfaijd' getinVolVed,especially
since.it'sp.otjusta one day eyent, but lasts
all month long." Repaci~ who worked in
the Office ofPublic Affairs, with Mara
Kiffin, Associate Director ofInternal -
Communications, was .askedto be a
runner for the evening's event. "This is
the biggest turnoyt it's been so·far and,
I think that's gre~t,"said R~hi. "My
favorite wall in tij.e ejrnibit is the threaded
art. It's so authentic and.original." :R~pachi
was pleased to see the largeamountof
community support at the event but was a
little disappointed at the student turnout. "I
just wish more students participated," said
.RePachi. "I think that this is possiblythe
most student involvement that we've had
so far, but I'd still like to see more."
known National Institute on Drug Abuse
campaign, "Just Say No."
. Zimmermancou.ldn'tbe stopped, or so
he thought. After graduating from USF,
he traveled up to New York in search of a
job. Zimmerman setup ten interviews and
made no progress. "I '\yent zero for ten,"
he said. "I realized [they] couldn't all be
.wrong."
.Failing to get hired helped Zimmerman
recognize the importance ofan MBA,
so he went back to USF to continue his
..educat~Upon graduating, Zimmerman
deci~ to create his own company and
Zimmerman Advertising was founded.
Zimmerman lectured to the audience
about his "EIght Steps To Insane
Commitment," an entertaining, yet
motivating slide show on what has made
him a success in the business world.
l."There's no room for mediocrity." Ok
doesn't cut it. Being·the best is what it's
about
2."There lies a thin line between
~rilliance and true m'sanity."Zimmerman
a very special and surprising visit from
King Nil Kpobi Tettey-Tsuru III, who is
a tradi~ional ruler from the Greater-Accra
regionofGhana in West Africa.
"Every year the event has grown
in enthusiasm and depth in what we're
presenting through looking at the arts and
cultural heritage," said DoloresSmiley,
-Dean ofCommunity Education and
Diversity Affairs at the FischlefSchool of
Education and HumanServices:'1t'sjust
fitting that this is on¢ of theevehts during
"'BfilekHistory"MobtQ:" The Fischler'School
'co~sorsth~~VAAt~th.~~~!f,; "R~atiotls dep8rtmentevery\y~:The.
ideainitially'began Witha student,Jason
Panton, whoca.tlJ.e up with the concept of
an event dedicated to African history and
tradition. "It gives US a chance to cross
disciplines and schools," saidSmiley. "I
thinkthere is adecenttumoutwhichis
comparable to. other Years. We are pleased
to see that iUs a select group t!;ll:\t we
appe~to, andwe are very glad that they
are here." .
Stephanie Chery, afresmnan.and
biology major, was very excited about the
.event. "Being an African American myself,
I wanted to see something that would bring
us closer. together," said Chery. "1 think:
Bibin Mannattuparampil StaffWriter
AFuture Huizenga School EntrePreneur
Hall ofFameiI),ductee, Jordan Zimnlerman,
spoke to NSU ~taff and students about the
hardships of his success on Jan. 6 at the
Wayne Huizenga School ofBusiness and
EntrePreneurship.
Zimmerman founded Zimmerman
Advertising, which has grown into the
fifteenth-largest ~dveitising firm in the
nation, with over 1,000 associates and
22 officessince 1984, when it was first
established. During his time at NSU,
Zimmerman discussed the obstacles he had
to overcome to reach where he is today.
Zimmerman worked all ofhis life. Af
the age ofeight, he created a greeting card
distribution business and sold his enterprise
two years later. When Zimmerman was ten
years old, he lied about hi~ age to become
a paperboy. The required age was twelve.
It waS during his employment with the
newspaper that he realjzed he h.ada passion
and drive for advertising. Zinnrle.nnan
attended school at thetJniversityof
South Florida and created the well-
Oliver Continued from pg. 1
ourselves," said Oliver.
scholarship bytheun~versity to study the To emphasize her point about different
history ofmigration of cultural groups to black communities, Oliver read a passage
the U.S.' .. from one of her books about how different
Oliver began the lecture by sharing her northern blacks were from southern blacks.
background with the attendees. She grew The northern blacks acted as ifthey had
up in Jacksonville, Fla. during the time of more class and it was considered an insult
segregation and the Jim Crow laws. After to be called country. Interestingly enough,
the Civil Rights Movement and the Civil Oliver found out that her family roots were
Rights Act of t964, Oliver went to the very country.
University oOhorida along with four other Oliver said that diversity ~dcultural
freshmen who were required to live on elements were mixed into segregation,and
campus. At the time.that she attended UF, ...... that there is no singh~ black COInmunity.
·there were (mly 35 other black students at There are many different ethnic groups,
the university. • such as blacW-om the Caribbean, who
Oliver also! spoke about some ofthe . do not feel as ifthey necessarily identify
misconceptions about living in a segregated with African Americans. The one thing that
community in.Jacksonville, saying that .... unifies all blacks is slavery, oppression and
it was thought that all the blacks lived discrimination. Oliver thinks that blacks
together harmoniously. "Even if we all need to find another mantle to bring them
look alike, we have a way ofdIviding together.
African Culture Continued from pg. 1
identified Africans in the community who
had unique items and invited them-to
display these items in the exhibit." The
items were donated by residents throughout
Miami, Broward and Palm Beachcounties.
"This whole concept has been motivated
by President Ray Ferrero," said Blavo.
Blavo noted that an African chiefnamed
Nana Kwame Aknono Sarpong, who is an
Omanhene (Chief)' oftheAgogo region
· in Ghana, visited NSU a few years ago.
The chiefI'resentedEerrerro wit,h,s4ilver~
gifts,iilcludiflgtheceremonialY{ente -
cloth, and that peaked his interest in
tra~itional African.culture. Blavosaid; "I
think that thlsexhibit demonstrates NSU's
commitment:to diversity. NSU also has a
lot ofAfricans,botnJaculty and students,
so it gives thertltoo an opporttmity to
share in their heritage." .'. .
The evening began with a reception in
the Miniaci coUrtyard, featirriiig a mYriad
· ofdancers and perform.ers including Cl;1icks'
on Point, a speCial dance troupe from. the
Farquhar College MArts and SCiences, and
several traditional African dances. There
was a live demonstration ofa traditional
libation ceremony on" stage followed by
A The Strength ojBlack
Families Film Festival: To
celebrate Black History Month,
the Family, Marriage and
Therapy department at the
Graduate School of Humanities
and Social Sciences will
hold "The Strengthof Black
Families Film Festival." The
event will take place at 7
p.m. in room 1047 of the Carl
DeSantis Building. For more
information, contact Annmarie
Masi at amasi@nova.edu.
AFlight Deck Follies:
Come root for your favorite
contestant at NSU's annual
male beauty pageant where the
NSU guys dress like girls! The
event will take place at 7 p.m.
in the Flight Deck. For more
information, contact the Office
of Student Engagement at
studentengagement@nova.edu.
friday
A The History ajFolk and
Protest Music: Members of the
NSU community are invited
to listen to Jerry Gray as he
discusses the history of Folk
and Protest Music. The lecture
will take place at 10 a.m. in the
Lifelong Learning Institute.
For more information, contact
Heike Dose at 954-262-8471.
thursday
ALunch and Learn:
Interviewing Do sand Don is:
Interested in learning about
how to ace an interview?
Then attend the lunch and
learn series hosted by the
Office of Career Development
at noon in room 1133 of
the Carl DeSantis Building.
The session will feature a
presentation by Target, as well
as a complimentary lunch. To
RSVP, contact 954-262-7201.
·
"
·
·
,
,
·
·
·
·wednesday
ABody, Mind and Soul-
Vibrational Sound Therapy:
Brian Boggs and Michelle
Barrial of the Academy
of Breath will present a
vibrational sound therapy
workshop designed to give the
attendees new techniques of
relaxation. The session will
take place at 6 p.m. on the first
floor of the Alvin Sherman
Library. For more information,
contact LeThesha Harris at
lethesha@nova.edu.
·
·,
,
·
·
,
,
·
·
·
·"
·
·
·
tuesday
AThe Wharton School
Club ojSouth Florida-
Millionaires True Stories
Event: Come attend a special
viewing of Millionaires' True
Stories. The viewing will be
followed by a Q & A session
with the millionaires featured
in the film. The viewing will
take place at 6 p.m. in room
1124 of the Carl DeSantis
Building. To RSVP contact
Lynn Schwietzer at Ischweit@
nova.edu.
AHIVIAIDS Reduction
in South Africa: As part of
a131ack History Month,
Professor Cambell and
his students will present
information that they acquired
from their humanitarian trip
to Swaziland. The lecture will
focus on the results of their
workshops in crisis and suicide
intervention and other factors
associated with an HIV!AIDS
diagnosis. The event will take
place at 12 p.m. in room 1124
of the Carl DeSantis Building.
For more information, contact
Julie Snyder at julisnyd@nova.
edu.
monday
AExperientialApproaches
to BriejTherapy: Lessons
from Ericksonian Hypnosis:
Members oftheNSU
community are invited to
listen to Jeffrey Zeig, Ph.D.
and founder and Director
of the Milton H. Erickson
Foundation. Zeig will discuss
the different approaches to
brief therapy, specifically
Ericksonian Hypnosis.
The lecture will take place
at 1 p.m. in the Maltz
Psychology Building. For
more information, contact
jenndomi@nova.edu.
Barry University School ofLaw offers a dynamic program and a distinguished faculty
ready to help you build your career as a successful attorney.
www,iie.orglgiIman
Diversifying the kinds of students who study abroad
and the countries and regions where they go
III Over 800 scholarships available, up to $5,000 each
III $3,000 supplement available to students studying
a critical need language
Ii Open to U.S. undergraduates receiving Federal Pell Grants
Ii Fall; Spring, and Academic Yeclfscholarships available
Sponsored by: us Department of State, Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs
Administered by Institute of International Education
iUit:~.: .~
BARR
When you become a Barry Law student, you join a caring community - a communi
that co-founded the Center for Earth Jurisprudence. The Center, the first ofits
kind in the United States, helps prepare lawyers
to face unprecedented environmental challenges,
encouraging a practice oflaw that respects
the rights of the natural world.
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Earth's ...
DWAYNE O. ANDREAS S
Orlando Campus
6441 East Colonial
Orlando, FL 32807
321-206-5600
Learn more about Barry Law, its
faculty, and its mission at
www.barry.edullaw.
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.. ~;~SV?$"~.regi.9~lfY(~dWQtnen·s'> With the gam~'~ii'theline,.~SU'sstarting
basketball'team (15-6; 8-2SSC}tied Ii school freshman AbbieTepe steppedup hergam¢.
record ofeight straight wins as a result of knocking downfour freethrows, whichkept
their triumph over'H6rida Southern, 60-57, the Sharks in theJead and sawthem take the'
on Feb. 2, but were'unai:>le to overcome .the . vIctory with ascp~eof60'-57c.. .'
University of'faIllpatobreakthe record of . l:!isbkoandSli(osded.the Sharksi,ri;~
mostNSU women's basketball consecutive scoring and ~ebOllllding withiw\l.d(ltiljj~ '" ./
wins,as the Spartans completedtheswee~ doubles; regist~g 18and·10,lindt7;~iI<.;;
of.' theserie.s..,nowholding. the#! spotin the 11, whi1yjuniorEl~Ailenadde4nofher)"
.p;;;- '., '. .. '.
SSC alongside the Sharks. '. own. . . ..'
The Sharks found themselves'down 11- NSU got ?tr.to a greats~~ they
7 five, minu~,~jnto thefirst~alf against the op~ned amu~anticipated'~~~huP~st
Mqccasins ofFJoridaSoutliem,bufllli 11-0 Tampa with afi:l1-0'run~ AS'S.6 percent '"
NSUrun saw them take the lead and never' shooting clip \V()ul~help NSUendthe firsL<
relinquish it. . halfwith a 35-24 lead. . .
Senior Amber Bishk() led the Sharks to a Tampatightened the scre~s on their
33-27 lead atthehalf\\Tith10 points, seven defense for the sec()nd half, increasingilieir,
rebounds and four'assists,.andfellowsenior pressure full court andenablingthern to
Christine Haber and sophomore Stephanie take back the leadc:m the end ()fa 1i-orun,
Sarosi followed Bishko with eight and seven making the score38~n ...•....•.•••,.. '. . '.' ..•..
points to round off the firsthalf. . '. Thetw"o teartls"w<Juld b*ttlebackand
NSU kept the Moccasins at bay for the ,. forth until the SPaftan~c1osed,ona7~2run t() .',
remainder ofmostofthe game c0urte~)' of '.. . give them thevict9~'witha score?f~1-58.
nine second halfpoints from Sarosiapdeight '~~Sarosiled the~with~intPressive"
frOlllBishko.. ....c' ...•.•• ••.••. ..•.. •••. ....•. . . •..•. .•.••. . 2Z"points, seyeni'~~ds~d~ight blocked
However, a MQ¢ctltteep6itli shot would shots,Allenadded·12Poin.tsandTepeQid ".
dimini~h the Shark'slea('1'to a single point alittl~ bit ofeverything, registeringnine
with thirteen secOlrdsJdl in the game. pOints, eightassists and seven rebounds.
3-lim'.xSSCPlayer .of IheWeek~'
stepha__i,eSarosi
By TiroCoenraad StaffWriter
AStephanie S~osihascemented two games, as well as shooting a blistering
herself as one of the premier centers in the 63p~ from the field,.earning her third
;8unshineState Conference, earning herself ,Pl~r ofthe Weekaward. j
'l::,- ..,.'. " '". '. ' " -: " ",_ "" ,.""", "J>~ehonorofSse WOlIlen's.Bask~1han.......~.,.••... Sarosi has de~~ly etchedhernarn~,
Player of the Week on Feb. 4 for the thiid~~to the mindso~~se who eval.uateth~. .,
time this 2007-08seasori: <., ... '\·"'~yo.l1t1gtalentedwomen ofthe SSC;'tumilig"
With two wins against bothSSCrivals, . heads in her direction as bei{igaml!ior
ofBarry University and Florida Southern prosp~) for the femaleSSCPlayer of~e .
University,the NSUwomen's~ketball.... .5earupori leadingtlle league in scoring at
teaIll extendedtheircurrentwinnitlg Stl'eak 18.2 poiIltsper ~ame:while·bein.gseeondlll
to eight solidwins. Inlight6ftheSnarlc' theSse. forrebounding and blocked shots
victories, SaJiPSi averageq~145'points; 9.5 at9,7 and 2.6 per gli\ne respectively.
rebounds, 1.5assistsan4'tSt)1~s,fot the .
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Shark Baseball Gets Season Started Right With 4-1
Shark Softball Splits Weekend 3-3 in
Annual BarrvlNSU Tournament
8th-Ranked Shark's Women's Tennis Drops
Season Opener to #2 Armstrong Atlantic
Tranell Mesa Sports Editor
ANSU's baseball te,am opened its
official spring competitive season on the
weekend of Feb. 2 with a three game match
up~gainstWingate University on the
Sharks' home turf. The Sharks jumped out
to a spectacular start as they took two of
the three victories,
Senior startingpitcherJor game one,
Ruddy Garcia, pulled out the first win of
the se.ason for the Sharks 12-2, followed ~
by five solidly pitched innings from senior
closer Jon Spier, who registered the save.
Unfortunately, the Sharks would fall
in game two, 7-2; however, they showed
deJnminatiql}~angwere able to come back
the'next day'iaking the series two games
ofthree with a score of9-2. Sophomore
starting pitcher for the afternoon of Feb,
3, Miles Mikolas,.threw an incredible six
innings on the Shark's mound while senior
Second Team All-American Matt Mindick
backed him up in the batter's box, stringing
together three hits in just five at bats for
game three alone.
Tim Coenraad Staff Writer
AThe NSU Softball Team (3-3)
competed in the annual BarrylNSU
Tournament on the Sharks' home field to
open the 2008 season, playing hard in a
total of six games Qver the weekend which
concluded on Feb. 3. .
The Sharks were determined to kick
off their 2008 campaign with a strong and
commanding start as they took victories
froT b~~~}n~p.H:r~ve~~,!t~'~~iA9ttng,
Knights as wetl as PalmSeacliAtIantlc's
Sailfish on opening day. In game one of
the tournament, both the Sharks andthe
Fighting Knights came out aggressive and
hungry to win, each putting a run on the
board in the very first inning of play.
Starting freshman pitcher Lexi Sarradet
made her first collegiate appearance a
memorable one, retiring nine consecutive
batters.
NSU waited until the seventh and final
inning to take the lead for the second and
final time when senior Ashley Baker, who
went a stunning 3-for-3 for the game, hit a
single,advancing sophomore Dani Caron
to third, where she waited to score with
anticipation. With one out and the game on
the line, junior April Donachie, who was
2-3 for the game, approached the batter's
box at bat. Baker would be caught stealing
second base, strategically giving enough
time for Caron to slide into home and score
the winning Shark run,
Junior Jessica Rockwell also went 2-
for-3 on the day, while Sarradet remained
strong to close out the bottom of the
seventh, taking home her 2-1 NS U victory.
Immediately following game one, the
Sharks headed straight into their second
challenge of the day against Palm Beach
Atlantic, where NSU would take another
win 2-0, giving the Sharks their second
Will III as many games.
The Sharks drew first blood in the
second inning, courtesy of a Donachie
triple, which was brought home by a
beautiful squeeze bunt from Lamb, putting
NSU up 1-0.
NSU would receive some breathing
room at the top of the sixth inning when a
Donachie single to left left advanced Baker
to third, followed by a sacrifice fly from
sophomore Brittney Lamb.
Caron took control Of the circle in game
two, where she dominated the mound with
her mind-boggling movement, proving
to be too much for the Sailfish to handle.
Caron pitched a total of 5.1 innings, not
allowing a single run to score when Baker
The Sharks concluded their inaugural
:2008 weekend with impressive statistics
to go along with the hard-earned wins,
including a magnificent offensive
performance from First All-SSC and
All-South Region Team member senior
Bryan Cook. Cook led the Sharks in the
batter's box, blasting three homeruns
and sky rocketing his batting average to
a stellar 444% while senior Cory Clark
and promising freshman David Robinson
contributed with four hits apiece, setting
their averages to 0400 early in the season.
The Sharks improved their record to
3-1 on Feb. 4 upon defeating Palm Beach
Atlantic's Sailfish 4-2, The evening's win
would be credited to hard work both on
the Shark's pitcher's mound and in the
bullpen as the night's three-man pitching
staff, composed of freshman starter
Daniel Laperna, sophomore reliever Jose
Velazquez, and closer Nick Carris, each
complimented one another beautifully by
keeping the Sailfish line-up off balance,
came in relief, never giving up a single hit.
On day two of the tournament, the
Sharks dropped their first game of the
season to the # IS Valdosta State Lady
Blazers in a close game ending with a
score of 3-2; however, the Sharks showed
poise as they came back to crush the
Tritons of Eckerd College in their second
game of the day 7-1.
A solo hClmetiIl1wouldgiv(::'ViffdoSta a
1-0 lead in the first inning, but NSU would
tie the game at I-I at the top of the fourth
when Baker brought home.Rockwell,
courtesy of a sacrifice fly to left field.
Entering the seventh inning, NSU
took their first lead of the match when
sophomore Dana Bergner scored off a
Lady Blazer throwing error, which was
followed by a beautifully placed bunt by
Caron.
Sadly, NSU would be left heart-broken
in the bottom of the final inning, when a
Shark throwing error allowed Valdosta to
score the tying run which was followed by
a walk off two run double to win the game
for the Lady Blazers.
The Sharks bounced back in
their second game of the day with an
overpowering 7-1 win over Eckerd
College.
With a score of 2-1 in favor of the
Sharks heading into the fourth inning,
NSU would break the game open, scoring
five runs. The streak was kicked off by
freshman Brooke Mitchell, who rocked a
double; scoring Baker. Freshman Rachel
Talenfeld would follow, hitting a 2 RBI
single which scored both Lamb and
Mitchell. Rockwell would then hit another
2 RBI single to score both Talenfeld and
junior Katie Pepper to round the inning
up. Saradett pitched the complete seven
innings, allowing just five hits and a single
run against her.
On the third day of the tournament,
the Sharks would unfortunately drop both
gamesty one-run margins as they faced
Valdosta State for a second time and Barry
Univ~rsity's Buccaneers.
Despite an initial 1-0 lead against
Valdosta, courtesy ofyet another Rockwell
RBI single and three straight shut out
innings from Saradett, Valdosta tied the
game at I-I in the bottom of the fourth.
The Sharks would respond with a
two-run, five-hit inning at the top of the
sixth. Rockwell hit an RBI single, scoring
sophomore Noemi Luciani, followed by
Softball Continued on pg. 14
In game five of the week against Florida
Memorial, the Sharks would strut away
from the field after another victory, 14-1.
The Sharks' nearly unstoppable offense
was led by Mindick once again, who scored
four runs, along with sophomore J.D.
Martinez, who tallied up four RBIs on the
evening. However, freshman rising star
Nikko Echevarria would not go unnoticed
in the batter's box as he ripped his first
collegiate homerun in the bottom half of
the eighth inning, bringing in two RBIs of
his own.
The win would be cnidifed to freshman
starting pitcher for the night, Kevin
McCourt, who made an outstanding
collegiate debut for the Sharks, pitching
four untouchable innings.
The next home game for the Sharks
will be on Saturaay, Feb. 9 at 12 p.m., in
which NSU will face off against St. Leo
University's Lions,
Tranell Mesa Sports Editor
AThe Shark's #8 nationally ranked
women's tennis team has performed
beautifully in recent years, obtaining three
regional appearances in their four years as
an official NSU Athletic program, as well
as placing second in both the Sunshine
State Conference and the Region for the
year of2007. With that said, the team now
has high expectations to fulfill.
NSU faced the nation's #2 Armstrong
Atlantic in Winter Park, FLA., upon
opening the 2008 tennis season on Feb.
2, where the Sharks unfortunately fell
8-1. Despite what may seem to be an
upsetting beginning for NSU, the girls
maintained composure throughout the
match, displaying the utmost confidence
and intensity on top of their sheer talent.
Seniors Tsippy Waterman and
Adrienne Duenas delivered the Shark's
only victory ofthe day while competing in
the doubles match.
The women's tennis team will be back
in action on Feb. 17 at 10 a.m. at the BCC
Tennis Complex where they will face off
against Florida Southern's Moccasins in a
crucial SSC match.
,'-;';':,..
By Racgllel Fagon
Continuedfrom last week
"Anxiety
Manuar'
iiieEn;r-
microphone for him. He turned
to me and I stared him straight in
the eyes and asked. "You mean
you would want me as your
daughter?"
"Ofcourse, why woUldn't I?
Look at you. You're absolutely
beautiful." My dam burst 'and a
flood of tears rushed down my
face. I trotted over to him and he
enveloped me in ahhg filled with
love and acceptance. My dad and
I remained that way for a while,
completely forgettin&anyone else
was in the room~ When we let go
ofeach other, he still had one arm
aroundme, and kept me close to
his side.
"What happens from here?"
my mom asked everyone. We
all looked as if we were seeing
each other fOf the first time. We
smiled pleasantly and awkwardly,
not really knowing what to say
and not wanting to say the wrong
thing. Then the door burst open
and the neon skirt lady barged in.
"Oh, wow! A private party."
She still had her hand on the
doorknob .and the door was
wide open. "I was looking for
the bathroom. I think I have a
monthly visitor from the 'red
planet,' ifyou know what I
mean?,' She chuckled heartily and
continued her explanation. "Most
women would, see this surprise
as an inconvenience, but for me,
after thinking I might have to
,register with Babies R Us, it's a
blessing from God. It's just how
you look a.t things I glJ.ess." She
chuckled again and winked.
~'The bathroom is down the
hallway; first door on your right."
I hel,U'd my mom tell her, sounding
a little brighter.
"Thanks.Later, family." The
neon skirt lady left the room with
a slam. I guess that's what we
were now; a family, and it didn't
seem like such a bad idea after all. -
"How about we go to the , "Mom, what happened out me, Prudence." Robert said sadly.
cemetery at Prince William there? Are you okay?" She "I thought I had done something,
Avenue? You can dig two graves was standing before the only to make you leave me without a
and then you can shoot me in the window in the room, hugging goodbye."
head, put me in one ofthe graves, ' herself, sobbing violently and "Wait! So you two know each
sit ii1 the other grave, and then - repeating toherself'."Thiscan't other?" Carroll asked. "Prudence,
shoOt yourself. So, we're in a be happening...this can't be you know Bobby...Bob:.;" It
, ' "private place, it is quiet and we happening; No; no..." , seemed as ifhe had just figured
A"Well,~omeofusarenot have all eternity to get tp know' "Mom..." I was walking out that piece of the puzzle
as lucky asyputwo to have. natu- ,each other. What do you think?" slowly towards her, when she' because he excfaimed, "OH MY
ral corset-weFng figures." The He still had a grin but now it ,immediately spun around to GOD!! Bobbie-AnD... ;Bobby? No
neonladyJok;ed, withihe cellUlar looked more like a sneer. "Jliljust face me and said, "Bobbie" - way in hell is this happening!" -
phone still a~st her ear; "Do " coulda said no," he said. honeY, I did it for us... rdidn't "I was thinking the same
,you reallythfuk I like this color?'" t..he was walking away, I expect to ever see him again.. ." thing." I said aloud,and I guess
'she continuedland pointedtoher. heard him hiss, "Crazy bitch." She continued babbling,1until all eyes were on me then.
neon skirt. "This is more neces: Maybe I was a bit t~arsh:and ,'I grabbed herby the arms and "Bobbie-Ann? Who's Bobbie-
sity than fashion." There W$a gruesome, but in the end, he got shook her once. Ann?" my father asked.
generous sprinkling oflaughter, the point. Going backto mytask "Mom!" Her eyessnapped "That would be me. I'm
and my anXiety subsided a little,ofgetting the ice, I heard my to my face with a sadness I had Bobbie-Ann, not only your
buUt didIlpt goaway. Mymom mom 'shriek (her shriek was very' never seen before; even with namesake, but yourdaughter too."
''''~ went ovedoth¢, food table and distinct) and I looked towards'the her mascara running down her I finally looked up and stared:at
began to fill a plate and chat with sound to see that Carroll had just ,cheeks, her perfect eyebrows our audience. My mom's tear-
the Indian or Mexican man, as he walked through the front door., furrowed and her glossy, red lips streaked face was the image of
was filling a plate too. I went into with two menrollowing him. My trembling uncontrollably, my mortification; Carroll leaned on
the kitchen to get some more ice mom was swallowing Carroll in mom still looked beautiful. "What the dresser by the door, hands
from the refrigerator and was ac- her embrace as he tried to look are you talking about... you did in pocket with his face set like
costed by one of mymom's now around. He niade eye contact what for us?" She was trying to granite. My father just stared at
disloyal subjects. with me, smiled and gave me a say something;,but her mouth just me in awe, as if! had suddenly
"Ju know, I see you simultanequs-two ,thumbs up. opened and closed; opened and appeared.in the room.
sometimes, like when you putting My,mom finally backed away closed. "Prudence had a baby? My
outcha gawbage or getting your from him long enough for him "Your father is in the living baby?" My father looked at my
mail. I think to myself 'yo that to introduce the two men to her. room," my mom whispered, right mom, and then at Carroll.
girl is haWt!' Fa real mammita, They were walking away from before the door burst open and "Don'tlook atme. I'm
I ain't lying." He used his the door over to the food table,Carroll and his friend entered the just as surprised as you are,"
right fist to beat the crap out when two.other men came inside. room. Carroll said, before he took out
ofhis left palm and twitched My mom, who was laughing. "What's going on?" Carroll a cigarette, lit it and then pulled
his way into sexin,ess. This . and snuggling up to Carroll, C asked out loud, "What happened long and hard on his stress
walking commercial for 'how immediately froze mid-action out there?" I was still looking at reliever.
the unemployed can act being and stared at the two menwho my mom. She looked over my "Was Bobbie-Ann the reason ,
--<. employed' had alr.eady undressed ' came through the door. One ofthe ~\1oulder and asked, "Carroll, how you left me?" my father asked.
me, touched me and left me rilen, the taller ofthe two,stood do you knpw this man?""Youthought I wouldn't want
alone and pregnant with his. . stock still and was staring back "This is Robert, my best my own baby?" He turned to my
eyes. "So, you wanna go-awt wit) at my mother. Something was .friend. I told you ladies about ' mother and looked at her with
me sometime, catch a movie or- happening between them. . 'him;" His voice sounded such sadness.
sO!11pem...~y~eat!" .... .'. . .. '.' . '. ,'~~l'\ldeh~e?"Hisvoice" dernandiIfg, like a police officer at "You were engaged and she
Hpwshould t'lIai'ldle"tffis7"···· .., "W~:titloatli'arJ:(frit:Ji:·~;~f:i'iy","2·' "·;·a~cffine scene;. was pregnant for you too. I was
Withwords or action? I decided God! How...?" His ton(f~~ , My moniWalked around me just a brief distraction for you
to try wc;>rds first and if that disbelieving. My mother ran and faced the two men. I went while she was away stUdying in
didn't work, then I'd.resort to· towards one ofthe bedrooms-and over to the bedand sat down, England." Tears ran down my /
action. "Well, since it's going to slammed the door behind her. looking at the floor. "He's Robert?mom'sbeautifui cheek bones. '
be your treat, maybe we could Something weird was happening From the Bahamas?" My mom "Itdidtl'tmatter, Pru. I had
go some place private and quiet to me. I started to hear the' asked incredulously. She then a responsibility to you and to
first, so we could get to know "Jeopardy" theme song playhlg in turned to my father and said, "I - my baby...my daughter. You
each other better." His grin broke' my head. As I 0Ptlned the !:loot to thought you were from New York should have at leaSt given me the
the boundaries ofhis face as my bedroom to find my mbm,the 'or Jersey..." chance to decide what I wanted
he replied, "That sounz good song got louder the closer I got "You never stayed around long to do/' He spoke so softly but the
mammita...real good." to her.' enough to find out anything about silence in the room was a kind of
'" Muscles to 'Bones: Moving the Power Wit'hin
Racquet Fagan Variety Editor _ '
AFriday, Feb. 1, was the :first . were decorated in black andsilver, Theremaining dances, Afropean
production of the year for the, The dancers cOmmailded the stage Soul arid Water Stories, were both
Division ofHumanities in the with their creative costumes and well~ examples of the genre and cultural
FarqUhar College ofArts and choreographed movements. mix that even the choreographers
Sciences. Muscles t6 Bones: Moving The curtains fell, and then opened share. Afropean Soul was upbeat
the Power Within,exhibited'atthe to reveal a.lone female dancer, - with theAfrican rhythms as an
Miniaci Performing Arts Center, smoothly contorting her way to center undertone. The dancers, adorned in ~
commenced with l!moving excerpt stage to sounds from Apollo 11 Moon African print dresses, were in sync
from the prodUCtion Falling Up. Landing,Alarm WillSound and Hem. as they performed African moves
Dancers JohnBeauregard and In her so'lo performance, dancer Elana with enthusiasm and delight. Water
Heather Maroney depicted a .movirtg Lanczi iterated the theme of the show Stories had water sounds in the
scene, ,in which a man gets into an as she exhibited power and-strength, backgroUIldand the dancers played
accident and is trying to cope_with However, it was imclear what the with and enjoyed the ebb and flow of
being paralyzed; It is not until a.friend story was within her dance or what the sea, portrayed by another dancer.
-; comes alongtohelp with his therapy reaction she wanted to evoke from However, the dance itselfwas not
that he accepts his fate and tries to the audience. Her performance did, . well-performed because the dancers
move beyond his immobility. The however,. demonstrate her dexterity were not very in tune with the beat.
performance was even more powerful and knowledge ofdance and the The music transcended into a calypso
, because dancer John Beauregard is performing arts. beat that transformed the dancers
inreality permanently confined to a, Becaus~ou... , performed into sassy seductresses lounging on
wheelchair. He delivered an excellent by Scottflifford, was the highlight the,beach having fun in the sun, The
~" performance despite his physical ' ofthe evening. His dance mixed showclosyd with the dancers blowing
challenge. contemporary and pop moves as bubbles in.tothe audience and sharing
The stage transformed into a: he told a story of the captivating the fun.
dark, feathery collaboration with the power of love. With.a bouquet of The choreographers were Elana
pelformance Tarred and Feathered . flowers as his only prop, he fights Lanczi, M.F.A, an adjunct member ,
'7 The Congo-beat-infused performance with his feelings ofwanting and not ofth~ Dance major in the Division of
had dancers flapping, twisting and wanting what the bouquet represents. Humanities, Chetachi Egwu, Ph.D, a
writhing in their rendition ofbirds The bursts of light on the stage, the choreographer and assistant professor
and the pollutants that harm th~. drum resonance and the fluidity of ofcommUnications in the Division of
The eight dancers dressed in black, his movements' were ~ brilliant and Humanities, and Heather Maloney, a
feathered leotards and their faces skilled display. guest choreographer and performer.
What is Love? HIDDEN QUOTE
A quotation of 11 words is concealed in this diagram. The letters for
each word are in a straight line reading up, down, forWard, backward
and diagonally. The solution is one continuous line through each of the
words. We have started you off with the word "LOVE." Next,look for a
two-letter word that adjoins the"E" in "LOVE."
p S N A C R L I E V 0 L
R F M A K 1 .p F I N G
H H, M F J D E P S 0 S B
N V S U 0 1 C E R P A G
0 I R M R D X S C H I C
S U E T E D B H J W D Y
A K D R 0 S E 0 S E V E
E K E K 0 0 J G F L M K
R P B y N K L 1 1 L 1 L
T N E R A P P A 0 V M L
C T T R F H K P N F E W
P P H J '1 A 0 G R 0 F N
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Preppy New.;;Wave for a New G~neration
Stefani Rubino Staff Writer
This album is impossible to deny and
hard to stop listening to. It has something
for everyone and surprises abound., ~fter
finishing the entire album, it's hard to
believe that these inventive fellows come
from our side of the pond. Interesting
pop-music is hard to find these days"but
Vampire Weekend shows that it'~ not quite
dead yet._
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is slow and steady, yet fast and energetic.
Compositionally, "Walcott" is the
most beautiful song on the album. Chris
Baio's bass and Batmanglij's keyboards
lead the song and take it to another level'
of indie-pop bliss, and just when you think
it can't get anY better, a violin appears in
the background, taking "Walcott" to an '
unexpectedly orchestra-like finale.
/'
-f,r'
internet, and since then, people have been
noticing Vampire Weekend, or atle~t their
invigoratingly uncomplicated imd catChy
sound, Ina country where trulyairtazing
pop music seems to have disappeared, ,
Vampire Weekend comes along and blows
that idea away. "
The entire album is amazing, arid
obviously meant to be listened to from
beginning to end in one sitting"but the best
songs ,are~ to point out. These include
"A-Punk," the second single, "Cam,pus," "I
Stand Corrected" and "Walcott." "A.Jlunk"
is probably one ofthe'catchiestiJidie-pop
songsto come along since theSttoke's
"12:51" came out in 2003. Koenig's
voice is a remin.der of all those amazing
British new-wave groups'whose day has
long since passed. Tomson's drumming
is as interesting and creative as that of an
experienced percussionist.
It would be impossibleto deny the
charmanc:l charisma of "Campus." It is a
song that seems to be a testairtent'oflove
and all its implications on the cillllplls
ofwhatever university Koenig attends
or attended. This song is hard to stop
listening to, and showcasesBatmanglij's
talent as a keyboardist as his melodies'
subtly. lead the song in the background.
"I Stand Corrected" doesn't particularly
show listeners anything new about Vampire
Weekend, but instead brings home the fact
that they are incredibly versatile, This song
"-
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ADon't be fooled by their name.
VampireWeekend's unusual name has·
nothing to do with the type ofmusic
or lyrical content these four guys from
NYC have created. African pop music'
has occasionally shown up as inspiration
for otherbands, specifically from the lost
_and under~appreciated'era of the 80's new
wave, and it's no different for Vampire
Weekend. Infact, most of their inspiration~'
seems to be taken from that era, combining
that Afro"pop with preppy, poppy new-
wave from the playbooks ofbands like the
Talking Heads and Orange Juice.
However,just when you thought that
, sounds like this were dead and done,
Vampire Weekend's refreshing indie-pop
comes through like a sun-shower in the
Gobi desert on their self-titled debut. From
the second Rostam Batmanglij'skeyboard
makes its first appearance on the album
opener imd single "Mansard Roof," you
cantell you're in fonomethingnew, or at
least something that feels new. In the true
new-wave style, the emphasis is placed '
on the Batmanglij's bouncy keyboard,
Chris Tomson's particulardrums, and Ezra
Koenig's nasally voice in this song.
As a result of this' song, and many
others, Vampire Weekend'has become
one of the most talked-about bands in a
long time and deservedly so.Itall started
last year when :it self-produced demo of
three songs started ciJ;culatingardund the
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Do You Think It's Important to
Have a Black History Month?
@ACURA
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441 at Sunrise Blvd.
Sales Hours: Mon, - Fri. g.gpm· Sat, g·6pm •Sun, 12·5pm
"Of course. It is important to celebrate your heritage
and experience other cultures."
Priya Seth Junior, Biology
~
"Yes. It's good to remember everyone who participated
in history, black or white."
Niraj Thaker Freshman, Biology.
~
;:;-Yes. There were so many people who sacrificec;l themselves. Ifwe
didn't have Black History Month, they would be forgotten."
Sabah Raja Junior, Biology
"Of course. For historical awareness
and so that people can be reminded of civil history."
Joanne Vera Cruz Junior, Nursing
"Absolutely. Because it's the history of culture,
development, and struggles."
Alfonzo H. Senior, Communication Studies.
Kristine Belizaire Current Affairs Editor
)
On The Scene
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my vision to see this paper
expand, and we at The
Current have been working
towards that end as much
as our student schedules
will allow. And the best
part of it is that the slick .
Web site, the survey, and
the increased distribution
are all just the beginning!
You freshmen are so lucky.
going 2-for-4 with two RBI's and one run
scored, while Luciani and Lamb each went
2-for-3, with Luciani scoring two runs.
In the final game of the tournament,
both hosts, Barry and NSU, faced off.
Despite the Sharks' early 2-0 lead, the
Buccs would snatch the win in the bottom
of the seventh with a score of3-2.
Both Baker and Rockwell led the
Sharks offensively for the weekend,
registering nine and 10 hits respectively.
The Sharks will be back to defend their
home field on Monday, Feb. 18, at 8 p.m.,
when they will face off against Salem
International.
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Mitcliell, who hit in Rockwell off an RBI
single, putting the Sharks up 3-1.
However, the Lady Blazers battled
back, tying the game up three-all.
NSU defended when Donachie singled
up the middle with two outs, enabling
Luciani to score for the second time and
giving the Sharks the lead once again.
In a nail-biting game chock-full oflead
changes, NSU would fall when Valdosta's
Robin Williams once again won the game
for the Lady Blazers, cranking a two run
RBI double to left center field.
Rockwell rocked the Sharks' offense
Michael Bergbauer, Interim Editor-in-Chief
discussion coming!
Also, many
ofyou may have
noticed that we
were pre-testing
our'surveyat Quad
Thursday last week.
Now that we've tested
the waters with it, we
can work out the kinks
and put it {o work for
real. You can expect to
see it online soon, and
also at the upcoming
CommunityFest. I want to
encourage everyone to fill
one out. Help us to give
you, our readers, what you
really want to see. The
survey will also provide
us with data on who our
readers are, something
we've never known.
All these new changes
are quite exciting. On a
personal note, it has been
A.This week's note is
primarily updates about
your favorite newspaper,
The Current. Remember
that Web site I mentioned a
few weeks back? Well, now
it's up and running, thanks
to our new webmaster,
Sachin Patel. Some bits
are still subject to change,
but you can check it out at
http://www.nsucurrent.com.
Not only can you read all
the stories from the paper
there, but you can also
write letters to the editor,
vote in a chang~ng poll,
download a pdf version of
the paper, discuss issues
on the message board and
comment on stories - a
function which I see that
some of you are already
using. Now, that's the kind
of community response
that I like to see. Keep that
Editor's Note
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Introducing Our New M.S. in Information Technology Degree Progra.m
Inf()rmationTe('JlnoIOID~isthewave of the futu:re", ;How you can increase your
earning potential by obtaining 8 masters degree in information technology at Nova
Southe-astern University's Graduate School of COO)pUler and Information Sciences~
Choose one of five I.T. concentrations
• Software Development
• Information System Security
• Educational Technology
• Information Security Management
• Information Technology Management _._--~
About Us:
• Conven ient online and on<ampus formats
• Cutting-edge faculty and curriculum
• Designated a National Center ofAcademic Excellence in Information
Assurance by the U.s. government
• Graduate programs offered in LT. as wen as COO'lputer science. educational
technology, information security, and information systems
&:
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YOUR FUTURE. YOUR TERMS.
Graduate School of Computer
and Information Sciences
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